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The pertinent characteristics of Field Programmable Arrays (FPGA), such as parallelism, low-power consumption,

programmability, and low cost, make FPGA convenient for real-time applications, time-consuming algorithms as

well, and services (MWS). Once built on FPGA, MWS becomes much less vulnerable to software attacks. Although

FPGA technology implies lower performance and higher dimensions than Application Specific Integrated Circuits

(ASIC), FPGA offers the advantages of programmability, reduced design costs and time-to-market. Indeed, multi-

media Web services on FPGA are becoming common due to the availability different design tools as well as open-

source modules. In this article, we are particularly interested in designing multimedia Web services with high

Quality of Service (QoS) that employ substantial processing and memory resources.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread of design on FPGA is attributed to several

characteristics including parallelism, low-power consump-

tion, ability to be reprogrammed, affordable cost, avail-

ability of design tools and invulnerability to software at-

tacks. Parallelism and low-power consumption is com-

pelling for embedded systems and distributed applications

such as MWS. FPGAs offer numerous advantages to engi-

neering domains such as prototyping for ASIC, academic re-

search [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] spacecraft and high-energy physics [6].

Compared to FPGAs, ASICs offer low area on Silicon, bet-

ter performance and low-power consumption. On the other

hand, design on FPGA offers parallelism, short time-to-

market, affordable andflexible platform forprototyping and

academic applications.

For designs on FPGA, the maximum clock frequency is lim-

ited by the placement of modules and on the area they oc-

cupy within the FPGA chip.

The parallelism aspect of FPGA is relevant in accelerat-

ing various intensive processing tasks, such as compres-

sion algorithms for multimedia manipulation, for regular

expression matching [7] and real-time multi-face detection

[8] for video surveillance applications. The flexible hard-

ware aspect of FPGAs makes them appealing to the design

of Web services for their inherent immunity against soft-

ware viruses, for instance. These advantages have moti-

vated our research work through the utilisation of FPGA in

high-quality, secure and high-performance MWS.

Several realisations of MWS focus on lightweight services

with modest sizes of data, while others are based upon in-

termediarymicroprocessormodule to accomplishWeb ser-

vices on FPGA employing a specific flavour of Linux kernel.

Although the exploitation of already available libraries for

communication is between the FPGA and the Web through

the Ethernet port may facilitate the development on FPGA,

this reduces significantly the performance and efficiency.

However, differentWeb serviceswere successfully designed

on FPGAs without necessarily focusing on the QoS. In con-

trast to that, in this paper we demonstrate our design and

realisation of high QoS MWS on FPGA through incorporat-
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ing a Physical Layer module [9, 10, 11] and different Hard-

wareDescription Language (HDL)modules targeting differ-

ent layers of theOpenSystems Interconnection (OSI)model.

The Representational State Transfer (REST) style of Web

service design is proven to be more efficient and of lighter

weight compared to the Simple Object Access Protocol

(SOAP)MWS . Previous research articles showthe relevance

of usingREST style rather than the SOAPprotocol for the de-

sign of MWS [12, 13, 14, 15]. Therefore, we have designed

an image-retrieval RESTful MWS, which utilises FPGA de-

velopment boards from Digilent [16, 17], pure HDL code,

open source modules and free design tools.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In section II,

we present an overview of related works. In section III, we

present a VHDL design example of a UDP and ARP packet

sender on FPGA, which can be integrated into a MWS on

FPGA. Following the design example, a design of an image-

retrieval MWS was accomplished utilising Xilinx Spartan 6

FPGA [18] on the Nexys3 board, which is briefly presented

in section IV for the sake of brevity and further details are

left for an upcoming paper. Section V contains our conclu-

sion and future work.

II. RELATEDWORK

In this section, we give an overviewof relatedworks onWeb

services design on FPGA. The work in [19] aims at reducing

implementation time and effort to create flexible and high

performanceWebservices. Thedesign is simplified through

the utilisation of high level programming languages and on

some intermediary modules on FPGA, namely the NIOS II

micro-controller. This facilitates designby taking advantage

of existing libraries.

The work in [20] presents a MWS for interfacing some spe-

cialised laboratory equipment on campus with remote end-

users who are equipped with PDA’s in order to get visual

feedback. The realisation includes a Web server and FPGA

Spartan-3E board and a Web-cam. The design takes into

consideration the low processing resources in PDA’s. Un-

like our work, the work in [20] focuses the attention on the

usefulness of the features rather than the QoS and perfor-

mance. The work in [21] presents an Internet communi-

cations service between PC and FPGA through a Web page,

based upon the SOAP protocol. The service enables data

transfer through the Ethernet port by utilising a custom

transport protocol that is based upon raw sockets. The cus-

tom protocol utilised provides a simple solution for com-

munications by avoiding the complexity of implementing a

TCP/IP stack on FPGA. Unlike the work in [21], our work

is based upon a TCP/IP stack, which provides a RESTFul

and compatible Web service. The works in [22, 23] de-

scribe the use of an FPGA-based system to attack a crypto-

processor deployed in a banking infrastructure, based upon

Data Encryption Standard (DES). The authors demonstrate

the utilisation of pipelined solution and replication process-

ing blocks on FPGA, as two valid and efficient schemes.

The work in [24] proposes a security solution based upon

FPGA for multimedia applications on wireless LAN, which

reduces the processing delay. By moving the processing

load of security to the end systems’ CPUs and by disabling

thedefault security schemes, the performance could be aug-

mented considerably, by 3.7 folds.

Ourwork can be essentially distinguished fromotherworks

by focusing on designing and implementing high QoS and

high performance MWS, where the payload data are in bi-

nary format (images, voice and video) rather than text and

eXtensible Markup Language (XML). We also cover up a

wider range of data sizes, which aremore realistic and com-

mon to MWS.

In order to efficiently profit from the hardware resources

on FPGA, our proposed architecture is completely realised

with HDL without the addition of CPU modules on FPGA.

III. DESIGN EXAMPLE OF A UDP/ARP PACKET

SENDER ON FPGA

This section presents a design example of a User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) and Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

packet sender module at a rate of 10 Mbps, which can be

utilised for test purposes or in a simple video on-demand

MWS. This section aims at presenting a design example that

leads to seamless creation of MWS on FPGAs. The design

in this section concentrates on the lower layers of the OSI

[9] model, i.e., the data link layer, including its Media Access

Control (MAC) sub-layer, and the physical layer (Phy).

Fig. 1. Custom Ethernet board connected with

the FPGA D2SB board

We have opted for the Spartan 2E FPGA on the D2SB

[17] board that does not have an integrated Ethernet port.
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Therefore we have built a custom 10-Mbps Ethernet ex-

tension card in order to enable communications for MWS

through the Ethernet port. The D2SB board and the de-

signed Ethernet extension card are shown in Figure 1.

A complete MWS was accomplished on the Nexys3 board,

which has an integrated Phy chip and one RJ-45 port that

could not presented in this paper for the sake of brevity.

The features of the D2SB platform, which is con-nected to

our module (as shown in Figure 1) can be summarised as

follows:

• FPGA chip: Xilinx XC2S200E of the Spartan IIE family.

• Oscillator: a 50 MHz non-crystal oscillator, (an additional

oscillator can be installed on the free DIP socket).

• More than a hundred I/O ports that are available at the six

extension connectors, two of which can be connected with

the data I/O (input/output) DIO5 board, providing 16 LEDs,

a 4-digit 7 segment display, 16 push buttons, 8 switches and

a two-line LCD.

• ROM used to store the generated programming files.

A. I/O Standards Phy Modes Supported by FPGA

1) I/O standards : Interfacing with FPGA development

boards is enhanced through multiple I/O digital stan-

dards, which include Low Voltage Transistor-Transistor

Logic (LVTTL), Low Voltage Complementary Metal Oxide

Semiconductor (LVCMOS2), Low Voltage Differential Sig-

nal (LVDS) and Low Voltage Positive Emitter Coupled Logic

(LVPECL). For low-speed applicationswith low interference

and noise, LVTTL is adequate; otherwise the utilisation of a

differential pair would be inevitable. Unlike the LVTTL and

LVC MOS2 I/O standards, differential-signalling standards,

onwhich dependmany serial communications, such as Eth-

ernet, necessitates one pair of wires per signal line. Ether-

net transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) differential-pair signals

can be fed directly into the FPGA through selectingmatched

differential I/O pairs as described in the data sheet of FPGA

(Spartan 2E FPGA in this context). This is particularly es-

sential when using add-on cards that offer extended func-

tionalities or when connecting the FPGA with other digital

systems. In the context of Phy extension board, this insures

simple and reliable interfacing with the FPGA.

Differential I/O pins offer high noise rejection and are care-

fully routed to obtain identical electrical characteristics on

copper tracks, which means that the line widths, lengths

and spacing should be identical. According to our experi-

ence regarding all of the differential I/O pairs of the D2SB

FPGA board, almost all differential I/O pairs were properly

matched except for one or two differential pairs.

2) Phy modes supported by FPGA: Independent Interface

(MII) [25] connects the MAC sub-layer with the Phy layer

(Phy chip) at bit rates up to 100 Mbps. The MII mode is

the only supported mode on the Nexys3 board, though its

Phy chip supports other modes. Although this reduces the

number of components (like resistors andoscillators, for in-

stance) and reduces fabrication cost, it restricts the choice

of design of HDL modules. For Gigabit MII (GMII), the data

are exchanged one byte at a time at a reference frequency

of 125 MHz. For 10-Gbit MII (XGMII), 32 bits of data are ex-

changed at a time.

Thedetectionof the Start of Ethernet FrameDelimiter (SFD)

and the end of transmission of a frame is done through a Fi-

nite State Machine (FSM) implemented in VHDL, which is

inspired by the open-source resources in [26]. Indeed, the

availability of open-source HDLmodules enhanced produc-

tion for research and industry.

Since FPGA is programmable hardware, it is essential to

have some relevant knowledge about digital hardware and

logic design. Though the syntax of HDL has much in com-

mon with software and computer languages, HDL has its

own particular aspects and purpose [1].

B. DesigningandBuildinganEthernet ExtensionBoard

We have built several prototypes of an Ethernet extension

board that enabled us to investigate the use of single-ended

and differential signals into the FPGA as well as to evalu-

ate several schematics and layouts using Computer Aided

Design (CAD) software, such as geda schem, geda pcb, ki-

cad, DipTrace and Eagle. The schematic diagram of the final

prototype has been achieved with geda schem as depicted

on Figure 2. The following components are shown on both

Figures 1, 2:

• Two differential I/O pairs for the Tx and Rx signals.

• Single-ended external 60-MHz crystal oscillator. It pro-

vides an accurate frequency and precise timing through the

Delay Locked Loop (DLL) module of the FPGA in order to

obtain the 20-MHz clock for the 10-Mbps Ethernet.

• RJ-45 connector with an isolation transformer and inte-

grated magnetics.

• Power-on LED indicator.

• Three greenLEDs connected to threeFPGA I/Opins, which

may be used as additional signal indicators.

The fabrication of the Printed Wiring Boards (PWB) proto-

types of the Ethernet extension interface (as shown on Fig-

ure 2) on double-side boards involved household resources,

such as laser-printer toner transfer, non toxic copper etch-

ing and tinning using electroplating for extended protection
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of the copper traces.

C. Overview of Software Tools for FPGA

The design on FPGA necessitates specific software tools

in order to write HDL modules, simulate HDL, synthesize

code, and program the FPGA. Software tools for FPGA are

hardware-dependent, such as Xilinx Webpack with isim

simulator. We limit our discussion to Xilinx-related tools

since we utilised only FPGA chips from Xilinx, which is sup-

ported for Windows and Linux. We therefore opted for Xil-

inx on Debian Linux as our development platform, which

proved to be user-friendlier and very productive.

We utilised several testing tools including packet-sniffing

and packet-generation tools, such as Wireshark and pack-

eth. In addition, tools like wget, curl and SocketTest were

used for checking TCP and HTTP packets.

Wireshark software is used to capture different types of

packets such as UDP and ARP. In addition, some packets

are selected and viewed on the LCD (on a separate card at-

tached to the D2SB card), for which we have utilised a FIFO

memory and a dedicated state machine

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram for the Ethernet exten-

sion module and the manufactured board

on the lower left corner

IV. REALISATION OF A HIGH QOS IMAGE-RETRIEVAL

MWS ON FPGA

In this section, we provide details about the design and the

implementation of a high QoS image-retrieval MWS on the

Nexys3 FPGA board, as depicted on Figure 3. We provide

a complete design and realisation of a MWS on FPGA that

concentrates mainly on the higher layers of the OSI model,

whereas the previous design in section IV concentrates on

the lower layers of the OSI. This section also concentrates

on the service logic of theMWS aswell as on several QoS pa-

rameters. The realisation of MWS on FPGA in this section is

inspired by the design example presented in section IV. The

Nexys3 board is equipped with Spartan 6 Xilinx XC6SLX16

FPGA and offers several peripherals, such as an RJ-45 port

andPhy chip. Compared to the previous FPGAboardused in

section IV, the Nexys3 board is equipped with all necessary

peripherals for the design of sophisticated Web services

without the need for any additional hardware. We have in-

vestigated several open-source projects (cores), of which

the Ethernet MAC 10/100 Mbps project has been adopted

and tailored in order to suite ourMWSon theNexys3 board.

This module was selected for two reasons:

1) It offers compatible MII standard with the Phy available

on the Nexys3 board

2) It has multiple features such as:

• Preamble generation and removal.

• Automatic padding for short frames before transmission.

• Detection of too long or too short packets.

• Ability to transmit large packets.

• Full duplex support. • Supported rates include 10 and 100

Mbps.

The first step of adapting the Ethernet module was to con-

nect the Phy (see section IV-A) input and output (I/O) sig-

nals to the FPGA through the user constraints file of the

Nexys3 board. Setting up the operation mode of the Phy

(i.e., 100 Mbps in full-duplex mode) on the Nexys3 board

has been done through the addition of several I/O buffers.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the MWS on FPGA using

the Nexys3 board

This has been achieved through a careful study of the data-
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sheet of the Phy chip on the Nexys3 board. We have written

a FSM module in VHDL to initialise the different configura-

tion registers and provided input data for the Wishbone in

order to activate the transmission module.

Besides, we have added two RAM modules to save the re-

ceived and transmitted packets. The Wishbone is a data

communications standard for exchanging the frames to be

sent and received between the memory and the Ethernet

core. For test purposes, we have added new modules in

order to generate fixed-width UDP and ARP packets that

are transmitted periodically every one second. This phase

has been successfully achieved throughout the FSM for the

Wishbone interface module that we have developed using

tools like StateCad [27]. Although theEthernetMAC10/100

Mbps project offers a rich set of options and features, its

documentation lacks some critical information about the

operation of the Wishbone interface, which has caused ex-

tra delays for the design of the receiver module. In order

to avoid design-related delays, we opted for the adaptation

of a second HDL project core, namely, the TCP/IP socket, of

which the characteristics are compared to other technolo-

gies. The TCP/IP socket project is compelling since it offers

a TCP/IP stack and a working example of a simple HTTP

server, which offers an interface page in HTML. Several im-

provements have been done to meet our requirements. For

example, we worked closely with the original author of the

module in order to provide support for the MII Phy stan-

dard of the Nexys3 board. We have added more features to

theHTTP stack includingbinaryfile transfer and carried out

some optimisations to reduce FPGA resource consumption.

A simple HTML interface was designed of the MWS, not

shownhere for the sake of brevity, displays an image, allows

control of 4 LEDS, displays the state of the 8 switches and

provides an estimation of the response time on the Nexys3

board. Though the comparison between FPGA and com-

puter implementations indicates that for small sized images

both technologies show similar performances, they differ

enormously with respect to power consumption and clock

speed.

The power consumed by our image-retrieval MWS realised

on FPGA (using the Nexys3 board with USB2 port) is well

below 10 Watts, whereas the power consumed by a typical

13-inch MacBook Pro laptop computer (running Mac OS X)

is around64Watts. The clock frequencies of the CPUs in our

tests are 2400 MHz and 2612 MHz compared to 100 MHz

for the MWS on FPGA, which shows an obvious advantage

of designing on FPGAs.

V. CONCLUSION

Parallelism, programmable in-memory design, af-fordable

cost, availability of design tools and low-power consump-

tionmake FPGA a highly compelling alternative for comput-

ers in several domains, including MWS. FPGAs provide ex-

cellent platforms for ASIC prototyping and for securemulti-

mediaWeb services. The widespread of parallel processing

and pipelined solutions on FPGAs have opened the way for

time-consuming and processing-intensive applications.

Our contributions in this article can be summarised as fol-

lows:

1) We present a design example of a UDP/ARP packet

sender on FPGA, which is intended to inspire new designs

of MWS on Spartan 2E FPGA and is focused mainly on the

lower layers of the OSI model.

2) We elaborate on a more sophisticated design of high QoS

MWS on Spartan 6 FPGA based upon pure HDL and open-

source VHDL modules.

3) We elaborate on our design, implementation tools and

environments. The second design represents a thorough

approach to the realisation of a low-power, and secure

RESTful image-retrieval MWS on FPGA, which concentrates

on the upper layers of the OSI model.

For the sake of brevity, some details about test cases and

results could not be included in this article. For larger pay-

loads, the MWS on FPGA is to out-perform their computer

counterparts by several folds, since the lager image sizes

mean longer processing times, i.e., the MWS threads would

be served more frequently by the CPU.

A. Future Work

We plan to extend our approach to include more QoS pa-

rameters such as response time, download time, processing

time, rapid compression, availability, throughput and secu-

rity. Our future work would concentrate on rapid compres-

sion, availability, throughput and security. After discussing

the use of text and image payloads, we would include more

multimedia types, such as video and voice.

The work in this paper can be extended to include

specialised QoS management modules for Web service

workflow interactions with minimum overhead cost in or-

der to enhance the design and realisation of high perfor-

mance and high fidelity MWS. The role of the QoS manage-

ment module is to perform negotiation, agree-ment and to

monitor different QoS parameters and service interactions.

The Web service interactions workflow module is to pre-

vent, detect and resolve Web service interactions that may

occur during operation. We plan to add more features to

our MWS, such as enabling the transfer of large files, by in-
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tegrating new HDL modules to regulate data transfer with

recovery and resume options utilising the chunked-transfer

encoding of the HTTP/1.1 protocol.
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